A song for the princess. The King, or a father, gives wealth to his daughter when she leaves home.

The king offers to his daughter
A rosery of pearls
Daughter, if you don’t need these pearls, Offer them to the Lama.
Nyinda Angmo, if the lama doesn’t need them, Offer them to the needy.

The king offers to his daughter
A rosery of turquoise.
Daughter, if you don’t need this rosery, Offer them to the Lama.
Nyinda Angmo, if the lama doesn’t need them, Offer them to the needy.

The king offers to his daughter
A rosery of coral
Daughter, if you don’t need these pearls, Offer them to the Lama.
Nyinda Angmo, if the lama doesn’t need them, Offer them to the needy.
Teyah pomo la meeku sabe lama la bule

Nyinda Angmo la meeku chimi yandu la bule

Vocab:
Nor = wealth
Yu = turquoise
Churu = coral
Muteek = pearls
Bule = future tense
Phul = past tense
Te yah = that one